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1. Introduction
West Antarctic ice shelves experienced grounding line retreat, thinning, and acceleration over the past four 
decades (e.g., Rignot et al. (2019)). Some studies indicate that ice-shelf geometry and its evolution likely substan-
tially impacted ice shelf and glacier evolutions (Jenkins et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2017). For example, (a) steep-
ening of ice-shelf slope likely increases ice-shelf melting near the grounding zones (Jenkins, 1991, 2011, 2016; 
Lazeroms et al., 2018, 2019), (b) thinning of ice front may reduce barrier effects and may allow stronger warm 
ocean heat intrusions into ice shelf cavities (Grosfeld et al., 1997; Wåhlin et al., 2021), and (c) thinning of an ice 
shelf front can reduce buttressing or remove pinning point critical for ice shelf stability (De Rydt et al., 2014; 
Joughin et al., 2021; Snow et al., 2017; Wild et al., 2022).

Despite the importance of ice-shelf geometry, we know little about what determines ice shelf shape, because (a) 
ocean modelers apply a fixed cavity geometry (i.e., Nakayama et al., 2014; St-Laurent et al., 2015; Dinniman 
et al., 2016; Jourdain et al., 2017; Nakayama et al., 2017, 2019, 2021), (b) ice modelers parameterize ice shelf melt 
rate using simplified depth-dependent parameterization (e.g., Cornford et al., 2015; Favier et al., 2014; Joughin 
et al., 2014; Nias et al., 2016) or more sophisticated approaches (e.g., Hill et al., 2021; Lazeroms et al., 2018; 
McCormack et al., 2021; Pelle et al., 2020; Reese et al., 2018), and (c) ice-ocean coupled simulations typically 
aim at projecting Antarctica's contribution to sea level and they require long model integration (i.e., Seroussi 
et al., 2017; Pelle et al., 2021). Remote sensing observations cannot offer much insight into the relations between 
ice melting and ice stretching because altimetry-based thinning measurements rely on many assumptions leading 
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to high uncertainty especially close to grounding lines. A few studies have investigated determining factors for 
ice shelf shape (Little et al., 2012; Sergienko et al., 2013). Sergienko et al. (2013) coupled a 1-D ice flow model 
(Dupont & Alley, 2005) with the 1-D plume model (Jenkins, 1991) and showed that, over most of the ice shelf, 
ice thickness advection and ice shelf melting are dominant terms in the ice shelf mass balance equation for a 
warm ice shelf cavity. However, the width-averaged nature of the study and use of a plume to represent ice-ocean 
interaction limits their ability to study the impact of spatially changing ocean circulation on ice shelf evolution.

In this study, we use a coupled ice-ocean model, combined with ice shelf-only model configurations and 
analysis of satellite data, to investigate the ice-shelf processes determining the shape of a Pine-Island-like ice 
shelf using an idealized configuration (e.g., Asay-Davis et  al.  (2016), Jordan et  al.  (2017), and De Rydt and 
Gudmundsson (2016)). We also perform three coupled sensitivity experiments with varying horizontal resolutions.

2. Methods and Experiments
2.1. Ice-Ocean Coupled Model

We design our model domain to represent a typical warm-water ice shelf using MITgcm (Losch, 2008; Marshall 
et al., 1997) as described in Text in Supporting Information S1. The coupled simulation is conducted for 60 years 
(hereafter CTRL), which reaches a steady state by the end of this period (Jordan et al., 2017). This model is 
almost identical to Jordan et al. (2017) and the only difference is the north-south extent of the model domain, 
which is changed from 160 to 100 km. The model domain is 60 km wide, 100 km long, and 1,100 m deep. Nomi-
nal horizontal and vertical grid resolutions are 1,000 and 10 m, respectively, for the CTRL case. The ice shelf 
has an initial extent of 60 km, beyond which it is not allowed to advance. The grounding line is fixed at the 
boundary and the ice shelf flows into the domain at a constant rate of 80 km 3 s −1 through a boundary we refer to 
as “south,”  and calves in the opposite direction which we refer to as “north” (Figure 1a). Initial temperature and 
salinity profiles have warm, salty water (1.2°C, 34.7) at depth and cold, fresh water at the surface (−1°C, 34.0) 
as shown in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1. Temperature and salinity are restored to initial conditions at 
the northern boundary in a five-cell-wide linear sponge layer over a period of 1 day. All boundaries are solid walls 
and no restoring is applied for ocean velocity and no-slip condition is applied for ice velocity.

2.2. Ice Shelf Model

We carry out ice-shelf-only experiments by turning off the ocean model. For the ice-only control case (hereinafter 
IOCTRL), the ice model is forced by recorded 10-daily mean ice shelf melt rates of CTRL. There is no coupling 
between the evolving ice geometry and melt rate. The rationale of IOCTRL is to create an experiment which 
behaves the same as CTRL, but for which we can add or remove ice-dynamical factors without impacting the 
melt, allowing us to identify leading factors determining the ice shelf shape (Table 1).

2.3. Sensitivity Experiments

We also conduct 20-year coupled experiments with varying horizontal grid spacings, which are named 250, 500, 
and 1000-m cases (see Text in Supporting Information S1 for detail).

3. Results
3.1. Ice-Ocean Coupled Simulation

The annual mean (year 60) potential temperature section along the centerline (Figure 1a) shows intrusions of 
warm mCDW toward the ice shelf grounding line. Strong clockwise ocean circulation is located north of the 
model domain (Figure 1b). High ice-shelf melting of ∼100 m yr −1 is observed along the area close to the ground-
ing line (Figure 1e). These features are similar to Jordan et al. (2017). After 60 years, ice shelf shape converges 
(as discussed in Jordan et al. (2017)) and steady ice shelf shape shows a steep slope close to the grounding line, 
and gradual thinning away from the grounding line toward the ice shelf front (Figure 2g) similar to the Pine Island 
Ice Shelf (e.g., Shean et al. (2018) and Nakayama et al. (2021)).
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Figure 1. (a) Year 60 annual mean vertical section of potential temperature along the centerline for CTRL. (b) Year 60 mean barotropic stream function for CTRL. (c 
and d) Northward and eastward ice velocities for CTRL. (e and f) Year 60 mean ice shelf melt rate for CTRL using two different color scales. We define the grounding 
line as the south side and the opposite side as the north as indicated in panels (a and b).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Stream function (Sv)

Northward ice velocity (m yr -1 ) Eastward ice velocity (m yr -1 )

Ice shelf melt rate (m yr -1 ) Ice shelf melt rate (m yr -1 )

South North South North

Simulation Description Centerline figures Ice front figures

IOCTRL Ice only control simulation (identical to M(all)V(dyn)U(dyn)) Figures 2a, 2b, 2d, and 2e Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(all)V(dyn)U(0) Same as IOCTRL but eastward ice velocity fixed to zero Figures 2a and 2d Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(20)V(dyn)U(0) Same as M(all)V(dyn)U(0) but ice shelf melt rate entirely set to 
20 m yr −1

Figures 2a and 2d Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(all)V(2000)U(0) Same as M(all)V(dyn)U(0) but northward ice velocity fixed at 
2000 m yr −1

Figures 2a and 2d Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(20)V(2000)U(0) Same as M(all)V(dyn)U(0) but ice shelf melt rate entirely set to 
20 m yr −1 and northward ice velocity fixed at 2000 m yr −1

Figures 2a and 2d Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(GL20)V(dyn)U(0) Same as M(all)V(dyn)U(0) but ice shelf melt only applied within 20 km 
from the grounding line

Figures 2b and 2e Figures 2c 
and 2f

M(GL10)V(dyn)U(0) Same as M(all)V(dyn)U(0) but ice shelf melt only applied within 10 km 
from the grounding line

Figures 2b and 2e Figures 2c 
and 2f

Table 1 
Description of Ice-Only Sensitivity Experiments
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Northward ice velocity increases from the grounding line toward the ice front (Figure 1c). Within 10 km from 
the grounding line, ice accelerates from 2000 to 2,700 m yr −1. Ice velocity stays at ∼2,700 km −1 between 10 and 
30 km from the grounding line and it gradually increases to 2,900 km yr −1 close to the ice shelf front (Figure 2g). 
Similar features can be detected in observations, despite that the observed ice velocity of the Pine Island Ice 
Shelf is about 1.5 times faster (Joughin et al., 2021). Simulated ice velocity in the across-flow direction presents 
a divergent feature (Figures 1d and 2f). These asymmetric features are likely formed by accumulated ice shelf 
melting along the ice shelf edges close to the ice shelf front due to slow northward ice velocity, taking more time 
for ice to move from the grounding line to the ice front.

3.2. Uncoupled Ice Simulation

The steady-state shape of IOCTRL after 60  years matches with the CTRL case with mean differences of 
1.25 ± 0.4 m (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1) for the entire ice shelf. Thus, we use IOCTRL to deter-
mine leading factors influencing the ice shelf shape (Table 1).

Figure 2. Ice shelf cavity shapes along (a and b) the center line and (c) ice shelf front at the end of the model simulation. (d,e) Same as (a and b) but for northward ice 
velocity, respectively. (f) Same as (c) but for eastward ice velocity. The same color code as (a and b) is applied for other figures. In (f), note that all experiments except 
for IOCTRL have zero velocity along the across-shelf direction. Ice-shelf shapes (colors, 100 m depth contours) for (g) CTRL and (h) M(all)V(dyn)U(0) at the end of 
the model simulation.
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Ice shelf shapes of IOCTRL and M(all)V(dyn)U(0) are similar with a mean difference of ∼27 m, suggesting that 
ice movement in the across-flow direction does not change ice shelf shape along the centerline (Figure 2a). The 
ice-shelf melting and ice acceleration, however, substantially impact ice shelf shape. The ice shelf shape of the 
M(all)V(2000)U(0) case (Table 1) shows steep thinning close to the grounding line but the ice shelf slope is about 
∼1.3 times more gentle within 20 km from the grounding line forming a thick ice shelf. The M(20)V(dyn)U(0) 
case shows an excellent agreement with IOCTRL in terms of ice shelf shape in the first 10 km from the grounding 
line. Simulated ice velocity, however, shows continuous acceleration from the grounding line to the ice shelf front 
and ice velocity at the ice shelf front is higher than that of IOCTRL by ∼1.5 times (Figure 2d), which is different 
from observations (Joughin et al., 2021). For the M(20)V(2000)U(0) case, the ice shelf bottom has a constant 
slope, which implies that ice shelf melting and ice acceleration form steep ice slopes close to the grounding line. 
We note that ice shelf melt rate and ice velocity of 20 and 2,000 m yr −1, respectively, are spatial averages.

We also investigate the importance of ice-shelf melting close to the grounding line (Table 1). Close to the ground-
ing line, the ice shelf shapes simulated in the M(GL20)V(dyn)U(0) and M(GL10)V(dyn)U(0) cases show good 
agreement with the IOCTRL. Away from the grounding line, ice shelf thickness remains thick for both two cases 
with simulated thicknesses of ∼400 m and ∼380 m for M(GL20)V(dyn)U(0) and M(GL10)V(dyn)U(0) cases, 
respectively (Figure 2b). When ice shelf melt is turned off, ice velocity starts to increase toward the ice shelf 
front reaching 3,300 and 3,800 m yr −1, respectively, for the M(GL20)V(dyn)U(0) and M(GL10)V(dyn)U(0) cases 
(Figure 2e).

At the ice shelf front, the IOCTRL shapes are relatively flat with a slight deepening eastward from ∼180 to 
∼200 m, while most ice shelf shapes with U(0) become thinner at both east and west sides (Figure 2c) by about 
∼200 m compared to IOCTRL. The ice shelf shape becomes transversely flat for the M(20)V(2000)U(0) case and 
the ice shelf becomes thinner in the middle for the M(all)V(2000)U(0) case (Figure 2c). These differences can be 
explained primarily by ice velocity. When northward ice movement is slow, especially at the eastern and western 
ice shelf edges, it takes a long time for ice to reach the ice shelf front allowing the ocean to melt and thin the ice 
shelf. When ice velocity is set to constant (e.g., M(all)V(2000)U(0)), ice shelf front thickness becomes thinner in 
the middle reflecting the spatial pattern of ice-shelf melting (Figures 1e and 1f).

In summary, ice shelf shapes with steep and gradual thinning close to and away from the grounding line, respec-
tively, are formed by ice acceleration and ice-shelf melting with a peak close to the grounding line. The relatively 
flat ice-shelf shape along the cross-flow direction is created as a balance between ice shelf melting and ice 
advection (Figure 2c).

3.3. Coupled Sensitivity Experiments

Ice shelf shapes are qualitatively similar for the 250, 500, and 1000-m cases (Figure S3 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1). High resolution allows the ice shelf to form a steeper slope close to the grounding line, which enhances 
the ice shelf melt rate close to the grounding line (Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information S1). Peak ice 
shelf melt rates within 5 km from the grounding line are 93, 86, and 72 m yr −1 for the 250, 500, and 1000-m 
cases, respectively. Despite some other differences (see Text in Supporting Information S1 for detail), the impact 
of horizontal resolution on ice shelf shape is smaller than that of other sensitivity experiments (Figure 2).

4. Discussion
4.1. What Determines the Shape of the Idealized Pine-Island-Like Ice Shelf?

Based on the steady state of the 1-D ice shelf mass balance equation (Equation 14 in Sergienko et al. (2013)), ice 
thickness change in the along-flow direction can be caused by thinning driven by ice acceleration and ice shelf 
melting. The derivative of ice thickness with respect to distance from grounding line Hy can be represented by

𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦 = −
1

𝑣𝑣
(𝑀𝑀 + 𝑣𝑣𝑦𝑦𝐻𝐻) , (1)

where y, v, M, H are distance from grounding line, northward ice velocity, ice shelf melt rate, and ice thick-
ness, respectively. Using CTRL, we integrate −M/v and −vyH/v from the grounding line to the ice shelf front to 
calculate cumulative ice shelf thickness changes by ice shelf melting and ice acceleration along the centerline, 
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respectively. The ice shelf shape obtained by summing these two effects together is similar to CTRL with the 
difference in ice shelf thickness of about 70 m at the ice shelf front (Figure 3a). This suggests that the 1D (along 
flow) mass balance equation can roughly explain ice shelf shape, neglecting transverse divergence and advection. 
The ice acceleration term steeply decreases ice thickness within 2–3 km from the grounding line. At 1, 3, and 
5 km from the grounding line, ice shelf thinning due to ice acceleration (ice shelf melting) is 70 (42), 245 (134), 
and 283 m (217 m), respectively (Figure 3a and Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1). Beyond 10 km away 
from the grounding line, ice acceleration does not contribute greatly to ice shelf thinning and the ice shelf contin-
ues to thin as a result of ice-shelf melting, as suggested by Sergienko et al. (2013). In total, ice acceleration and 
ice shelf melting contribute to 331 and 716 m of along-flow ice-shelf thinning, respectively. About 37% of ice 
shelf melting along the centerline occurs at depths deeper than 700 m (Figure 3b).

Our aims are to identify processes determining ice shelf shape in the along-flow direction with steep and gentle 
thinning close to and away from the grounding line, respectively. Thus, we utilize a simple case presented in 
Jordan et al. (2017). Ice boundary conditions (no-slip or partial slip) and ice flux at the grounding line likely 
modulate ice shelf shape as well, but sensitivity experiments for these parameters remain for future work.

4.2. Processes Determining Ice Thickness at Ice Shelf Front

In uncoupled ice simulations, experiments forced by ice shelf melting only within 10 or 20 km from the ground-
ing line (M(GL20)V(dyn)U(0) and M(GL10)V(dyn)U(0)) thicken the ice shelf front by ∼150 m and ∼190 m, 
respectively. In the coupled simulation (CTRL), shallow depth (100–500 m) ice shelf melting contributes to ice 
shelf thinning by ∼250 m (Figure 3b). These two results suggest that ice shelf melting at shallow depths can 
substantially impact ice shelf thickness at the front for warm ice shelf cavities. Such shallow depth melting is not 
driven by surface water entering the ice shelf cavities (e.g., Jacobs et al. (1992) and Hattermann et al. (2012)) but 
likely driven by outflowing relatively cold water. Shallow depth melting becomes non-negligible because the ice 
shelf has a broad area with shallow ice thickness.

4.3. Application to Real Pine Island Ice Shelf

Using observations of Pine Island Ice Shelf (Adusumilli et al., 2020; Gardner et al., 2019; Morlighem et al., 2020), 
we calculate cumulative ice shelf thickness changes by ice shelf melting and ice acceleration for Pine Island Ice 
Shelf (Figure 4). We assume that v and vy increase at the rate of doubling every 40 years (Mouginot et al., 2014) 
(See Text in Supporting Information S1 for detail).

Figure 3. (a) Simulated CTRL ice shelf shape (black) and ice shelf shapes calculated considering ice-dynamics-driven 
thinning (blue) and melt-driven thinning (red). The ice shelf shape considering both ice-dynamics-driven thinning and 
melt-driven thinning is shown in green. (b) Bar diagram showing relations between ice shelf depth and total thinning due to 
ice shelf melting for CTRL.

IOCTRL

-M/v

-v yH/v

-M/v-v yH/v

(a) (b)
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For A-A′, both ice shelf melting and ice acceleration contribute to ice shelf thickness reduction from the ground-
ing line to the ice shelf front. Ice acceleration only contributes to ice shelf thickness reduction within 5 km from 
the grounding line, presenting qualitatively similar results with simulations. The cumulative ice shelf thickness 
changes both by ice shelf melting and ice acceleration generally agrees with observed ice thickness with maxi-
mum difference of ∼150 m (Figure 4b). For B-B′ and C-C′, ice shelf melting dominantly contributes to ice 
shelf thickness reduction from the grounding line to the ice shelf front (Figure 4b). Unlike our simulations, ice 
acceleration does not contribute to ice shelf thickness change. The estimated ice thicknesses assuming the 1-D 
ice  thickness equation (cumulative ice shelf thickness changes both by ice shelf melting and ice acceleration) 
along B-B′ and C-C′ generally agree with observations (green and black lines in Figures 4c and 4d). The differ-
ences are about 100 and 200 m about 10–20 km downstream from the grounding line for B-B′ and C-C′, respec-
tively. Such differences are likely caused by the assumption of spatially constant ice shelf melting, no grounding 
line movement, and 1-D ice flow.

For A-A′, ice shelf thickness decreases from 500 to 340 m from 6.2 km away from the grounding line to the ice 
shelf front. For B-B′, ice shelf thickness decreases from 500 to 426 m from 22.5 km away from the grounding line 
to the ice shelf front. Observed ice shelf thickness along C-C′ thins slightly for the region away from the ground-
ing line but showing an even deepening trend from 30 km away from the grounding line to the ice shelf front. 
These thickness variations along these flow lines indicate that ice shelf melting occurs at shallow depths thinning 
the ice shelf by 50–150 m along A-A′ and B-B′ but no obvious shallow depth thinning occurs along C-C′.

Based on observational data, we confirm that ocean melting and ice acceleration are the two main terms shaping 
the ice shelf. We also show the importance of shallow depth ice shelf melting for modulating ice front thickness 
for cases A-A′ and B-B′.

Figure 4. (a) Pine Island ice velocity observations from ITS_LIVE (Gardner et al., 2019). The coastline and grounding lines 
are shown in black and yellow, respectively. The inset (top left) shows Antarctica with a red box denoting the location of the 
enlarged portion. (b) Pine Island ice shelf cavity shape (Morlighem et al., 2020) along the flow line A-A′. Calculated Ice shelf 
shapes considering ice-dynamics-driven thinning (red) and melt-driven thinning (red) terms based on observed ice velocity 
(Gardner et al., 2019) and ice shelf melt rate (Adusumilli et al., 2020), respectively, are shown. The estimated ice shelf shape 
considering both ice-dynamics-driven thinning and melt-driven thinning is shown in green. (c, d) Same as (b) but for B-B′ 
and C-C′, respectively. All panels are created using Antarctic mapping tool for MATLAB (Greene et al., 2017).
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5. Conclusions
We show that ocean melting and ice stretching caused by ice acceleration both thin the ice shelf from the ground-
ing line toward the ice shelf front, while ice divergence from the center advects ice toward the ice shelf edges, 
compensating melt-driven thinning along the across-shelf direction. We separate the ice dynamical component 
of ice shelf thinning from melt-induced thinning, as a way to understand processes that occur around the ground-
ing zone, where satellite measurements cannot provide a direct measure of basal melt. In the case of idealized 
Pine-Island-like ice shelf, ∼75% and ∼25% of ice-shelf thinning is driven by ice shelf melting and ice stretching, 
respectively. Melt rates are highest near the deep grounding line, but the ice shelf melting at shallower depths, 
where most of the ice shelf base sits, modulates ice shelf shapes. Shallow depth (100–500 m) ice shelf melting 
thins the ice shelf by ∼250 m. Recent studies (e.g., Joughin et al., 2021; Wåhlin et al., 2021) show that ice shelf 
shape close to the ice shelf front can control ice shelf buttressing, ice shelf/glacier evolutions, and sea level rise 
prediction. This study suggests that ice-ocean interactive processes between the entire ice shelf and the ocean 
alter ice shelf shape including ice shelf front thickness, despite that ice-ocean interactive processes only close to 
grounding zones have attracted much attention in the past decades.

Data Availability Statement
The model code, input, and results are available at https://zenodo.org/record/6451059#.Y28oYOxBxRF. The 
model code and input files can also be found at https://github.com/hgu784/MITgcm_67s.
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